Apply for this job
Social Scientist
Position ID: 2017 – M – 412
Position Location: Washington Metro Area
Duration of Position: Full-Time
Security Clearance:

TS/SCI Clearance REQUIRED
(Active SCI within 2 years; SSBI current within 5 years)

Need Date: Immediate
Intelligence Consulting Enterprise Solutions, INC. is looking for a Social Scientist.
Description:
Organizes, directs and coordinates the planning and execution of customer research projects, including:
developing research proposals; design research efforts to address specific business needs; monitor
projects and report regularly on progress; develop research materials based on scientific best practices;
supervise research execution; collaborate with statisticians to develop data analysis plans for research
efforts; interpret and summarize research results.
Serve as Subject Matter Expert (SME) on social science methodology and research practices: applies
latest research methods and designs; offers guidance and recommendations on questions of research
methodologies as needed.
Consults with research owners and manage client relationships, including: defining research
requirements in terms of business objectives; provides guidance to clients regarding appropriate research
goals and setting reasonable expectations for results; creates and delivers presentations to clients
regarding research findings that are appropriate for a non-scientific audience.
Required Qualifications:









PhD in a social science research field or equivalent experience in consumer behavior, consumer
psychology, market research, organizational behavior, industrial-organizational psychology or
similar
15+ years of experience in a related field
Experience conducting independent social science research. 6+ years conducting research in an
organizational setting (government, industry, non-profit, etc.)
Possess basic working knowledge of statistics and/or data science
Experience developing schedules for large-scale and/or highly complex projects and programs,
and leading large teams in executing these efforts
Possesses strong written and oral communication skills, and the ability to interact with senior
government officials
Strong customer service teaming skills; ability to collaborate in cross-functional team
TS/SCI Clearance (with current SSBI favorably adjudicated within the last 5 years)

Desired Qualifications:


Demonstrated working knowledge of the NGA organization, leadership, programs, systems

